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In

Memory Or

LEWIS CLYDE SHALLOW
(February 22, 1907

-

June 15, 1977)

Lewis Clyde Shallow was born in Columbia, the
son of George and Lillian (Bunnell) Shallow. He went
to school in Columbia. He farmed and logged on his
large East Columbia farm on the Bungy Road for over

He was a member of the Columbia Grange
and the Colebrook Knights of Columbus for many
years. He worked for the State of New Hampshire
Highway Department ten years until he retired in
thirty years.

1975.

He

served the

Town

of

Columbia conscientiously

He
many years helping to
both in summer and during

for twenty-one years as Selectmen (1947-1968).

was

a familiar sight over those

maintain Columbia roads
the rigors of winter.
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In

Memory Or

LYNN

L.

PARKHURST

(September 24, 1900

-

July 31, 1979)

Lynn Parkhurst was born in Columbia, the son of
Albion and Eva (Stevens) Parkhurst. He attended
Colunabia and Colebrook Schools. He worked at
several occupations but mainly saw mills most of his
adult life. He owned and operated a garage in Columbia for a few years until he and his sons started the
present family business in Columbia.

He served the Town of Columbia in many different
dedicated capacities. He was a Town Surveyor of wood
and lumber (1940-1949), Supervisor of Checklist
(1946-1949), Selectman (1960-1968) and also served
as Chief of Police and Deputy Fire Warden for over
twenty years.
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TOWN OFFICERS
Selectmen

RAY W. PLACY,
FREDERIC

CLEMENT

Term Expires 1 980
Term Expires 1 981
Term Expires 1 982

JR.

A. FOSS, Chrm.
E.

BRAULT
Moderator

MARGARET SALLS
Town Clerk
ISABELLE M. PARKHURST
Treasurer
A. PARKHURST

KENNETH

Tax

Collector

LUCILLE LALANDE
Supervisors

EUGENE JORDAN
LUCILLE LALANDE
MABEL SIMS

Term
Term
Term

Expires 1980
Expires 1982
Expires 1984

Term

Expires 1980

Trustee of Trust Funds

HELEN DION
Overseer of Poor

CLEMENT

E.

BRAULT

Auditors

PATTY A. HART

BARBARA KILLAM
Health Officer

MYRA BROOKS
Fire

Warden

FREDERIC
Civil

A.

FOSS

Defense Director

FREDERIC A. FOSS
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Planning Board

EDWARD POULIN
RAYW. PLACY,JR.
EVERETT STANTON
CHARLES WHITE, Chm.
WILLIAM T. SCHOMBURG,

Secretary

Term Expires 1980
Term Expires 1980
Term Expires 1981
Term Expires 1982
Term Expires 1983

Board of Adjustment

ROLAND HART

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

WILLIAM ADAIR
FREDERIC A. FOSS, Chm.

CLEMENT E.BRAULT
PETER DION
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Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

1980
1981
1981
1982
1983

WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the
Coos,

in

inhabitants of the Town of Columbia, in the County of
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town

Affairs:

You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall on Tuesday,
the 11th day of March, next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to
act upon the following subjects:
Article 1.
To vote to bring in ballots for election of Town
Officers to be elected by ballot for the Town of Columbia
for the year ensuing.
Article 2.

appoint

To
all

see

other

if

the

Town

Town

will

instruct

its

Selectmen to

Officers as required.

Articles.
To see what sum of money the Town will raise for
the support of Town Charges for the ensuing year.

To see what action the Town will take with reference
to hiring the Colebrook Fire Department and the Stratford
Fire Department for the purpose of extinguishing fires in said
Town, and in the event of favorable action to make necessary
appropriation for the same.

Article 4.

To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate to support the general operations of the Stratford

Article 5.

Fire Department.

To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate to support the operation of the Colebrook Communications Center.

Article 6.

Article?.

To

see what sum of money the Town will vote to
contribution for the support and services of the
Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health Service,
raise as a

To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate as a contribution for the support and
services of
the Ver-Shire Center.

Article 8.

Article 9.
raise

To

see

what sum of money the Town

will

vote to

and appropriate for the maintenance of the Ambulance

District A-1 services.
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'Article 10.

To

see

what sum of money the Town

will

vote to

and appropriate as a contribution to the Town of Pittsburg to be put into a capital reserve account for a future
ambulance.
raise

Article 11.
raise
pital

To

see

what sum of money the Town

will vote

to

and appropriate for the Upper Connecticut Valley HosAssociation to help defray the cost of maintaining standby

alert personnel to cover medical emergencies.

To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
and appropriate for operating expenses and matching
funds of the Northern Coos Community Health Association.

Article 12.
raise

To raise such sums of
the upkeep of cemeteries.

Article 13.

money

as

may be

necessary for

To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the purpose of appraising all new and remodeled buildings, mobile homes, land transfers, etc. to keep the

Article 14.

Town

at

100%

valuation.

To see what sum the Town will vote to raise for the
White Mountains Region Association for publicizing and otherwise promoting the natural and commercial factors upon
which the economy of the North Country is based.

Article 15.

To see what sum the Town will vote to appropriate
the Town's share for operation of the North Country
Council for one year, beginning July 1, 1980.

Article 16.
as

To raise such sums of money as may be necessary for
the support of the poor for the year ensuing.

Article 17.

Article 18.

the Old
ensuing.

raise such sums of money as may be necessary for
Age, Blind and Disability Assistance for the year

To

To see if the Town will vote to accept State Aid for
construction of Class V Roads and raise and appropriate or set
aside for said purpose the sum of $581.61 the State to contribute the sum of $3,877.39.

Article 19.

To raise such sums of money as may be necessary for
the maintenance of summer roads and bridges.

Article 20.
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To see if the Town will vote to authorize its Selectto take action regarding plowing or otherwise keeping
winter roads open in said Town for the year ensuing, as in
their judgment seems conducive to the best interest of the
Town and appropriate money for the same.

Article 21.

men

To authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend
$7,164.71 revenue from the State Highway Department (Duncan Fund) for additional Class V Highway maintenance.

Article 22.

To authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend
$6,898.93 revenue from the State Highway Department (Highway Subsidy) for additional maintenance, construction and
reconstruction of Class V highways.

Article 23.

Article 24.

To

see

Town

the

if

will

vote to accept additional

Highway aid for the construction and reconstruction of
Class V Highways and appropriate the sum of $5,780.73
which will be an increase in the normal town appropriation for
said purpose and the State to contribute the sum of $5,780.73
as additional highway subsidy.
State

Article 25.

To

see

what action the Town

will

take regarding

Waste Disposal and appropriate money for same.
Article 26.
raise

To

see

what sum

of

money

the

Town

will vote to

and appropriate to contribute to the Colebrook Library.

Article 27.

To

see

$750.00 for the
of Tax Maps.
Article 28,

To

see

if

the

final

if

Town

will vote to raise

payment on the contract

the

Town

will

and appropriate
for preparation

vote to authorize the with-

Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for
use as set-offs against budgeted appropriations for the following specific purposes and in amounts indicated or take any

drawal from

other action hereon:

Appropriations:

Amounts:

Town

$ 1,000.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 1,000.00

Officers Expenses

Waste Disposal
Fire Protection

Town Poor and Old

Age, Blind and

Disability Assistance

U.C.V. Hospital Association

$ 1,100.00
400.00

Total

$ 4,500.00
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To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectto incur debts for temporary loans in anticipation of the
taxes for the ensuing year, and to pay such debts out of tax

Article 29.

men

money when same

is

received.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectto apply for, contract for, and accept aid relative to
disasters and incur debts for temporary loans for same should
the need arise.

Article 30.

men

Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate acquired by

the

Town

through Tax Collector's Deeds.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectto apply any surplus remaining in their hands at the end
of the fiscal year 1979 to the defraying of Town Charges and
Appropriations for the year 1980 in order to effect a proportionate reduction of the amount to be raised by taxes.

Article 32.

men

Article 33.

To

see

what sum of money the Town

will vote to

and appropriate to support the services of
Constable for the ensuing year.
raise

a

Town

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectto adopt the provisions of Chapter 105, Revised Laws of
New Hampshire, with regard to appointment of police officers,
and in such event to require that such officers wear while on
duty only official police badges of the Town of Columbia, with
the further requirement that any such officer responsible for
the loss or destruction of such a badge shall indemnify the
Town for the cost of same.

Article 34.

men

To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
ordinance, pursuant to the regulation of public dances as per
RSA 31 :39, and for licensing and regulation of places of public
assembly as per RSA Chapter 1 55, within said Town:

Article 35.

COOS,
Be

it

SS.

enacted by the voters of

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF COLUMBIA
the Town of Columbia, in annual

Town Meeting assembled, by majority vote as follows.
Any person, firm, corporation, or organization conducting

a

public dance, carnival, or circus or a place of assembly as defined by RSA 155: 17, within said Town of Columbia, including
but not restricted to open-air motion picture theaters, motor
vehicle race tracks, roller skating halls, or dance halls, shall, in
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addition to observing all laws of the State of New Hampshire
as per RSA Chapter 178, and all other state and federal laws
and regulations, further obey the following requirements:
1.

Pursuant to RSA 105:9, no such event or public assembly
shall be conducted unless one police officer is on duty for
each 100 persons attending, as determined by actual count
or tickets sold; said police officer or officers shall be paid
for by the party or parties conducting such event, and there
shall also be paid to the Town of Columbia a sum, to be
determined by the Selectmen each year on the basis of the
cost of necessary additional insurance coverage, in the
nature of an additional hourly fee for the services of said
police officers.

2.

person, firm, or organization conducting said event
not permit the sound engendered by same to carry
unreasonably beyond the enclosure in which such event

The

shall

takes place.

by RSA Chapter 163-B, which shall be
deposited in any street, road, or on any public or private
property within 1000 feet of the location of said event or
assembly, shall be gathered and removed, or caused to be
gathered and removed, by the person, firm, or organization
sponsoring or conducting said assembly or event, by dusk of
the day next following said event or assembly.

3.

All litter, as defined

4.

Feesfor licenses or permits for the foregoing shall be $50.00,
except that licenses issuing under RSA 155:19 shall be
without charge.

5.

Penalties for violations of any

section of this ordinance
be as provided in applicable sections of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated; or, in the event that no
specific penalty is so provided, such offense shall be a
shall

misdemeanor.
6.

If any section or provision of this ordinance shall for any
reason be declared unconstitutional or otherwise nullified,
the remainder of said ordinance shall remain in full force

and
7.

effect.

This ordinance

shall

To

the

Article 36.

see

if

take effect upon

Town

will

agents, auditors, selectmen, and

and confirm the same.
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its

passage."

vote to accept the reports of
all other officers and ratify

To transact any other business which
before this meeting.

Article 37.

come

Given under our hands and
A.D. 1980.

seals this

may

legally

15th day of February

FREDERIC

A.

FOSS

RAYW. PLACY, JR.
CLEMENT E. BRAULT
Selectmen of Columbia

A True Copy
FREDERIC

-

A.

Attest:

FOSS

RAYW. PLACY, JR.
CLEMENT E. BRAULT
Selectmen of Columbia

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, COOS,

SS: February 15, 1980

We, Frederic A. Foss, Ray W. Placy, Jr., and Clement E.
Selectmen of the Town of Columbia, hereby certify that
we posted a true and attested copy of the within Warrant, at the
place of meeting specified and a like copy at a public place in
said Town and delivered to the Town Clerk on the same date the
Brault,

original Warrant.

FREDERIC

A.

FOSS

RAYW. PLACY, JR.
CLEMENT E. BRAULT
Selectmen of Columbia

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, COOS,

SS: February 15, 1980

Personally appeared Frederic A. Foss, Ray W. Placy, Jr., and
Clement E. Brault and made oath that the above affidavit by
them subscribed is true.

Before me,

ISABELLE M.
Notary Public
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PARKHURST

BUDGET

APPROPRIATIONS

INVOICE OF PROPERTY
$5,029,864.00
1,967,489.00

Land Valuation
Current Use Exemption

$3,062,375.00
3,493,510.00
200,349.00
319,335.00

Buildings
Electric

Mobile

Companies

Homes

Total Valuation
Elderly and Blind Exemptions

$7,075,569.00
76,725.00

Net Valuation

$6,998,844.00

PROPERTY TAXES RAISED

1979

NetTown

Appropriation 1979
Net School Appropriation 1979-1980
County Tax Assessment

$

788.55
173,554.00
15,688.00

Total

$

190,030.55

Deduct

-

Reimbursed Business Profits Tax

Add War Service Tax
Add -Overlay
-

16,062.00
2,160.00
3,041.85

Credits

Property Taxes Raised 1979

1979

179,170.40

$

2.56

$

2.56

TAX RATE

Tax Rate Per $100.00 Valuation
Municipal

$

$

County

0.03
.21

School

2.32
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Cash with Treasurer, Jan. 1, 1980
Cash with Planning Board,
Jan.

1,1980

$127,471.97
159.80

Cash with Trustee of Trust Funds,
Jan. 1, 1980
Account due from State of N. H.

(Columbia Bridge)

Unredeemed Taxes

100.70
5,000.00

SUMMARY REVENUE SHARE
Funds Available Jan. 1, 1979
Funds Received during 1979
Interest Earned during 1979
Total

$ 4,058.05
4,164.00
261.78

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1979
-DR. Taxes Committed to
Collector:

Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

Land Use Change
Taxes
Total Warrants

$1 77,51 3.45
4,070.00

37.80

Abatements Made
During Year:

-CR.Remittances to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year Ended
December 31, 1979:
Property Taxes

$

SUMMARY OF
TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER

31, 1979

-DR.Tax

Sales

1978
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes, Jan. 1, 1979 $13,586.81

Taxes Sold to Town
During Current
Fiscal Year

on Account of Levies
1977

$2,899.84

of:

1976

$

38.81

16,581.79

interest Collected

After Sale

TOTAL DEBITS

81.33

177.93

$30,249.93

$ 3,077.77

$

38.81

$ 5,142.44

$ 1,136.23

$

25 15

81.33

177.93

-CR.Remittances to Treasurer
During Year:

Redemptions
Interest

& Costs

After Sale

Abatements During
Year

Unredeemed Taxes
Dec. 31,1979

TOTAL CREDITS

13.66

12.67

—
25,013.49

1,763.61

$30,249.93

$ 3,077.77
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$

38.81

UNREDEEMED TAXES
DECEMBER

31, 1979

Bennett, Aaron
Bown, Mark Trustee
Brady, Francis
Brady, Francis
Brady, Francis
Brady, Francis
Burnhann, Neil S.
Cass, Jacqueline
Cass, Morris & Kevin
Cass, Morris & Kevin
Cass,

Robert

Churchill, William

Corriveau, Gregoire

Leonard
Edgerly, Stewart
Edgerly, Stewart
Gaudette, Archie
Gaudette, David
Goodrum, Bernard

Davis,

Goodrum, Clarence
Gould, George
Gould, Jay & Bethany
Great Northern Div. &
Rec. Associates

Hamel, Raymond
Hamel, Raymond
Haynes, Albert & Erica
Haynes, Gerald
Johnsen, Richard
Kimball, Jerry
King, Frederick

Gary
MacDonald, Finley
MacDonald, Susan
Marcotte, Robert
Marsh, Samuel
Linnell,

Marsh, Walter B.
Mclntyre, Randall

McKennes, John
Mills,

Arthur

Jr.

$

401.51
124.85
1,579.87
171.03
163.69
127.53
57.08

$

$
2,550.71

469.60
91.50
42.07
537.70
410.15
362.17
420.08
63.89
681.33
544.66
539.24
298.78
41.62
20.04
274.12

458.01

585.26
42.74
656.01
373.53

668.96
400.73

514.30
246.25
152.44

493.73

262.08

288.60

728.31
74.88
552.19

78.20
577.87

779.55

401.65
208.72
21.60
552.73
993.87
127.86
96.66
183.90
720.82
100.26
154.69
50.58
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1977

1978

1979

8.72

945.26
122.21

Mitchell, Gail

UNCOLLECTED YIELD TAXES
As of December

31,

1979
$

Wheeler, Claude

454.23

"I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and amount
due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31, 1979, on
account of the tax levy of 1979, is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief."

LUCILLE LALANDE
Tax Collector
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TREASURER'S REPORT
TOWN CHECKING ACCOUNT:
Balance on hand, January
Received from all sources

1,

1979

$163,546.56
267,726.60
431,273.16

Less Selectmen's

Payments

Balance on hand January

1,

307,739.99

1980

$123,533.17

REVENUE SHARE ACCOUNT:
Balance on hand January 1, 1979
Received from U.S. Treas. & Interest

$

4,058.05
4'425.78
8,483.83

Less

Payments

4,545.03

Balance on hand January
Balance on hand

(all

1,

1980

accounts) January

$
1,

1980

KENNETH

3,938.80

$127,471.97

A. PARKHURST
Treasurer
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
SELECTMEN'S RECEIPTS
State of N. H.,

Highway Subsidy

SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
Revenue

General Government:
Officers' Salaries

Officers' Expenses

Election & Registration
Buildings

Town

Office

Equipment

Payments to Other
Government Divisions:
State and

County

17,641.49

School District
Miscellaneous:

Regional Association

Taxes Bought by
Tax Refunds

Town

Real Estate Appraisals
Interest

Bonds

DETAILED STATEMENT OF

PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Officers' Salaries:

Clement

E. Brault,

Selectman

$

Frederic A. Foss, Chrm., Selectman

Ray W.

Placy, Selectman
Kenneth A. Parkhurst, Town Treasurer

Isabelle Parkhurst,

Town

Clerk

Tax Collector
Frederic A. Foss, Yield Tax Adm.
Lucille Lalande,

Mabel Sims, Supervisor
Lucille Lalande, Supervisor

Eugene Jordan, Supervisor
Margaret Sails, Moderator
Patty A. Hart, Auditor
Barbara J. Laperle, Auditor
Clement E. Brault, Overseer of Poor
Ray W. Placy, Planning Board
Edward Poulin, Planning Board
William Schomburg, Secretary, Planning Board
Everett Stanton, Planning Board
Charles White, Chrm., Planning Board

TOTAL

300.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
400.00
400.00
75.00
30.00
35.00
30.00
15.00
75.00
75.00
52.50
100.00
100.00
150.00
100.00
150.00

$ 2,887.50

Revenue

Town

Share
Checking

Checking

Officers' Expenses:

M/S

& Adv.,
Reports, Tax

Printing

Town

$

689.14

Wheeler & Clark,
Dog Tags
Colebrook Office Supply,
Supplies, Copier

20.49

Bills

News &

Sentinel,
Notices, Forms

Repair

6.92

Register of Deeds,
Transfer Cards, Cur-

cent Use Registration

7.80

$

68.80

Totals

Revenue

A. D. Davis

&

Son, Inc

Bonds
N. H. Municipal Assoc.

Dues
Tax Collectors
Assoc, Dues

N. H.
N. H.

Town

Clerks

Assoc, Dues
N. H. Assoc, of Assessing
Officials,

Brown

Dues

& Saltmarsh

Forms, Binders

Homestead Press &
Bookshop, Notices
Branham Publishing Co.,
Auto Ref. Books
G. Laperle, Postmaster

Postage, tax collection

expense
Isabelle Parkhurst

Town

Clerk expenses

Lucille Lalande,

Tax

Collector Expenses
Frederic A. Foss

Selectman Expenses
Frederic A. Foss,
Clerical Expenses
Clement E. Brault
Selectman Expenses
Ray W. Placy
Selectman Expenses

TOTALS

Town

Buildings:

Public Service of N. H., Electricity

$

279.81
302.34
4.25

$

586.40

Telephone Co., Telephone
Parkhurst & Sons, Keys

N. E.
L.

TOTAL
Office Equipment:

Colebrook Office Supply, Calculator
Montgomery Ward, Filing Cabinet

$

TOTAL

$

1

85.45
13.43

198.88

Revenue

Town

Share
Checking

Checking

Totals

PROTECTION OF PERSONS
& PROPERTY:
Fires:

Colebrook Fire Dept.

R

&H

Garage

Gasoline, 2-16-79
R & H Garage,

$

Gasoline & truck,
2-19-79
Francis Gray
Chimney, 12-25-79

Sub-Totals

138.75

$

$

211.75
171.75

$

350.50

$

Garage, 3-30-79
$
Harding Trailer Park
Car Accident, StandBy, 6-23-79
Raymond Ginsbury
Chimney, 11-1-79
General Operations

190.00

$

137.00
215.50

Sub-Totals

649.50

171.75

$

522.25

Stratford Fire Dept.

Emanuel Enos

$

$

107.00

-31 -

34.50
$

34.50

$

684.00

Revenue
Share
Checking

Ambulance

Town
Checking

Totals

District

500.00

A-1

TOTALS

$

400.00

$ 1,641.00

$ 2,041.00

784.75

$ 1,984.75

Waste Disposal:

Town

of Colebrook

$ 1,200.00

$

HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
Town Summer

Maintenance:

Nugent Motor Co.

$ 3,900.00
203.26

$

Pike Industries, Inc.

$ 4,103.26

Town Winter Maintenance:
Nugent Motor Co.

15,925.88
37.60

Frederic A. Foss

15,963.48

Town Road

Aid:

Treasurer, State of N.H.

State

590.23

Highway Subsidy:

Nugent Motor Co.
Herbert

L.

6,482.

Gadwah

1

472.50
6,954.62

State Add'!.

Highway

Subsidy:
Pike Industries, Inc.
State

4,296.33

Duncan Fund:

Nugent Motor Co.

3,650.00
1,174.54

Pike Industries, Inc.

4,824.54
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS:
Balance on hand January 1, 1979
From 28 Applications for

$

56.00

Building Pernnits Approved

From 10 Applications

25.00

for

150.00

Subdivisions Approved

EXPENSES:
$

U. S Postage
& Sentinel

News

Balance on hand Jan.

1,

1980

BUILDING PERMITS REPORT
Residential Structures:

Permanent Residences:
Frame or IViodular Construction
Additions or Alterations to
Mobile Homes
Additions or Alterations to
Seasonal Residences:

Camps

4
6
5
1

5

Additions or Alterations to
Non-Residential Structures:

Garages
Additions or Alterations to
Sheds, Storage
Additions or Alterations to
Wind Generator

4
2
1

AUDITORS' REPORT
We
Town

hereby certify that
Clerk, Treasurer,

we have examined

Tax

the books of the

Collector, Trustee of Trust Funds,

Planning Board, Selectmen and the accounts and records of the
Revenue Sharing Fund of the Town of Columbia and find them
to be computed and accounted for correctly to the best of our

knowledge and

ability.

January 19, 1980

PATTY

A.

BARBARA
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HART, Auditor
T. KILLAM, Auditor

COLUMBIA BRIDGE REPORT
March 1974, Mrs. Mary

In

New Hampshire
signatures

State of

of

E.

White presented to the State of

that she had circulated to obtain 111
residents. The petition requested the

a petition

Columbia

New Hampshire

to take over the

Columbia Bridge

for the

purpose of making badly needed repairs. This effort was unsuccessful but it stimulated continuing Town activities which resulted
in 1976 approval of the Columbia Covered Bridge by the New
Hampshire Historic Preservation Review Board for nomination to
the National Register of Historic Places. The National Park Service
later

gave final approval.

Recognizing that the Columbia covered bridge was

now

eligible

for federal fiscal grants for the purpose of restoration and preser-

were made in 1977, 1978 and 1979 to the
Department of the Interior. The Town of Columbia was
notified in 1979 that such a grant had been awarded. Appropriate
Town warrant action was taken in 1978 and 1979 so that this
vation, applications

U.

S.

grant could be accepted.

The funding

for the bridge restoration

is

Federal
State of
State of

N.H.
Vermont and Lemington,

Vt.

as follows:

$ 13,861.00
71,361.00
30,800.00

Columbia (previously appropriated)

5,000.00

$121 ,022.00

Total Project Cost

The State of New Hampshire Highway Department
form the restoration work during the summer of 1980.

Town

of Columbia
Board of Selectmen

-39-

will per-

NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL,
ANNUAL REPORT

INC.

In Columbia, North Country Council provided assistance on
an areawide solid waste program, and general planning assistance.

This past year of 1979 saw a mixture of planning and action
North Country Council, Inc. Major contributions were
made in rural and economic development, local planning, and

for the

transportation.
In rural development, the Council assisted approximately
twenty-five communities in taking positive steps on such concerns as housing, downtown revitalization, water supply, and
solid waste. The Council has helped communities obtain needed
housing resources. Working with appropriate state and federal
agencies, the Council assisted targeted communities by preparing
applications and by providing information so decisions can be
made. In economic development, the Council assisted two communities with steps toward the creation of parks which will provide a necessary place for additional jobs. Energy development
activities have encouraged the development of indigenous resources such as wood and hydro power. NCC has also been active
in helping local companies with loan applications and business
counseling, and in assisting a targeted community with a revolving
loan fund. Additional business development services will be provided during the coming year to encourage existing area and other
in-state businesses to expand or locate so that more jobs can be
provided in the North Country. An industrial brochure has been
published which promotes the quality of life in the region and the
resources available for small companies.

Local planning assistance, such as master planning, subdivision
development proposals continues to
be a major function of the Council. This activity will take on
greater significance with the N. H. Supreme Court's emphasis on
local master planning as a basis for local regulations.
regulations, zoning, review of

Technical

been prepared on Mt. Washington
Population and on wetland evaluation and
management. Brief and informative fact sheets on community
investment strategies, land capabilities and wetlands are also
reports have

Valley's Seasonal

available.

-40-

To advocate North Country transportation needs at the state
and federal level, a Transportation Conrimittee has been organized
with representatives from different comnnunities and transportation sectors.

The Council acts as a "regional spokesman" with membership
on the Governor's Advisory Committee on Growth, the N. H.
Environmental Law Clinic, and the State's Forestry Resources
Committee. By sponsoring forums and conferences on growth in
the forest industry, agricultural development, and regional land
use, the Council has brought together people, ideas, and resources
to generate appropriate solutions.

We

program that can assist its
meeting the challenges and opportunities of
the 1980's. The Board of Directors, the staff and the entire
Council greatly appreciates the support your Town has provided
in 1979 and over the last few years. Please call us at 823-8108 if
the Council can be of service to your Town.
rural

believe that the Council has a

communities

in

Respectfully submitted,

CLEMENT

E.

BRAULT, D.M.D.

North Country Council
Representative
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White Mountains Region Association
SUMMARY REPORT FOR JULY

1,

1978

TO JUNE

Solicited and prepared the 1979 edition of the
Lodging Directory.

30,

1979

New Hampshire

WMRA visitor Directory that was part of the new
Phone Book" project. Four separate telephone books with
connmon region-wide yellow pages were distributed to businesses
and residents in nunnerous towns in the region. A fifth book will
be published in 1980 for those towns in the southern tier of the
Published a

"Little

region.

Prepared text material for issues of "Outlook Magazine",
of which were sent to region businesses, local town
officials, county commissioners, and to all state legislators and
state department commissioners, and directors.
copies

Continued

its

work

in

support of the White Mountains Center

which in 1980
Bretton Woods, N. H.

for the Arts,

will

move

to a

more

central location

-

Surveyed numerous gasoline stations each week during summer
and fall as part of a hot line informational network designed to
reassure visitors of the availability of gasoline in The White
Mountains.
Contacted

New

Hampshire's Congressional Delegation and proof additional acreage that was proposed for
wilderness designation in The White Mountains National Forest.
Also, your Association protested to that same delegation, and to
energy officials in Washington, federal proposals that would close
gasoline stations on weekends.
tested the

amount

Continued
industry

in

its

support of the 1.2 million dollar Christmas tree

the region.

Continued to support 4-H programs and
Assisted several travel writers
vacationing public.

in

activities in the region.

promoting

this region to the

Prepared and delivered testimony on the importance of vaca-

House Apwas delivered on behalf of the Council
The New Hampshire Travel Council.

tion travel to the state and to the region to the N. H.

propriation's Committee, h:
of Region Associations and

42-

Provided travel information in response to numerous telephone
from outside New Hampshire, and wrote many personal
letters in answer to many written inquiries.

callers

Your Association also answered 2,762 single inquiries, 425
bulk inquiries, wrote 113 personal letters, processed 52 bulletins
of lodging and real estate inquiries, processed 1,956 mimeographed
letters,

and wrote 4 news

releases.

EDWARD G.PINKERTON
Executive Director
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UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE ANNUAL REPORT
1979 was a productive year for the Board and staff. The
Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health Service progrann, with
offices in Colebrook and Groveton, served 348 different persons
from our nine town area providing 2,945 hours of service. Of the
348 individuals served, 71 or 20% had prior state mental hospitalizations. We also served an additional 23 individuals at the VerShire Center for the developmentally and physically handicapped.
There were also 141 consultations provided to schools, hospitals,
nursing homes and the jail.

The basic
met through

goals of

community mental

individual

health continue to be

and group counseling, consultation to

schools and other institutions, hospitalizations at the local hospitals whenever feasible, and the availability of staff for 24-hour
emergency service. A person can call 237-4971 day or night and
a staff member will be available to respond.
In April of 1979,

UCVMHS

merged with three other mental

health clinics into the Northern New Hampshire Mental Health
Center, Inc., resulting in maximum program efficiency. Our Local

Mental Health Council and Ver-Shire Advisory Board continue to
recommend local procedures in an effort to maximize our outreach to people in the North Country.

We are fortunate to have an exceptionally fine staff with able
leadership in our Area Director, Sharon H. Miller, Ph. D. Mr.
Roger LeBoeuf and Mrs. Frances LeBoeuf, who have specialized
alcoholism and drug abuse problems, continue to
their families toward the prevention
of such problems.

skills in treating

work with young people and

As you may know, our area has a greater proportion of elderly
than the state average. Often our older citizens find themselves
unable, through lack of transportation or other constraints, to
avail themselves of mental health services. Ms. Julie Riff on, MSW,
does a great' deal of outreach to our older citizens who are frail
and at risk. She also operates a bi-weekly therapeutic group.

The Ver-Shire Center has expanded its services under our Program Director, Mr. Richard Mclnerney. He has also increased the
number of sub-contracts that

are available for client trainees.

-44-

Clients also have the opportunity to learn skills, earn money, and
develop life-coping skills depending upon their unique needs.

UCVMHS

operated

its

previous year's budget on town contri-

butions, patient fees, consultation fees. State Grant-in-Aid, and
Federal Grants. State dollars are awarded on two-to-one match
so they would not be forthcoming without the demonstrated
support of the town. No one, however, is ever turned away from

the clinic because of inability to pay for the services.
In 1980, we expect to continue to offer a high level of mental
health and developmental services, and to assess our patterns of

service delivery as well as their effectiveness in reaching

meet the mental health and human

service needs of the

out to
North

Country.

Respectfully submitted,

SHARON H.MILLER,
Area Director
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Ph. D.

NORTHERN COOS COMMUNITY HEALTH
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL REPORT
Northern Coos Community Health Association continues to
towns of Colebrook, Columbia,
Errol, Pittsburg, Stewartstown, Clarksville, and Stratford, an area
of about 850 square miles. Home visits by Agency personnel provide skilled nursing, personal care, physical therapy and homemaking services to local residents. Efforts are made to restore and
maintain health and to keep people independent and in their own
serve a population of 5,756 in the

homes whenever

possible.

Nurses provide expectant parent classes and counseling and
to new mothers. Through the Bureau of Maternal
Child Health, the Well-Child Program is being expanded. Monthly
clinics are offering physicals, immunizations and a wide variety of
screening procedures at no cost. Local doctors will be rotating
assistance

service to the clinic.

Adult blood pressure clinics are held monthly
monthly in Colebrook.

in

Stratford and

Pittsburg, and twice

Northern Coos Community Health Association is governed by
Board of Directors made up of members from each community.
Representing the Town of Columbia on the Board is Isabelle
Parkhurst, President; Marc Drillings, Vice President; and Annette
a

Shallow.
In
visits,

visits

Agency nurses made 75 skilled nursing
new mothers and babies, 2 physical therapy
and 43 visits by homemaker/home health aides. Many pre-

Columbia
7

visits

this year.

to

schoolers had physicals and immunizations at our clinics. We
encourage you to take advantage of our services in the coming
year. We are concerned about your good health.
Sincerely,

PAMELA FOLEY,
Executive Director
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R.N.

Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital
Board of Directors

PRESIDENT'S
Another year

is

just

ANNUAL REPORT

about to come to

a close,

and many pro-

gressive actions have occurred in this area's health field.

The Board of Directors was very pleased to welcome aboard
new physicians three internists and one surgeon all board
certified; plus two nurse practitioners. The new medical personnel
four

-

-

are located in the Medical Center, which was built and opened its
doors this year. Practicing physicians in the area now number
seven. Also, a satellite medical clinic has been opened on a
limited basis in North Stratford, manned by nurse practitioners

and physicians.

The

the planning stage of opening an Intensive
be staffed by trained Intensive Care Nurses.
Plans are also in process for expanding the laboratory area. The
Operating Rooms are being used on a much larger scale, thanks to
our surgeon - and our medical staff for their referrals. Furthermore,
the hospital is now using a computer program that is installed in
the hospital business office for billings, payroll, and other accounting functions. All of these developments are steps forward in
bringing you, the public, better health care within the area.
hospital

is

Care Unit which

in

will

The Board of Directors has tried to keep the cost of hospitalization to the lowest possible percentages of increase while still delivering high quality health care. However, room rates and costs
of other hospital services had to be raised about 8.4 percent to
meet

rising costs.

As we

all

know, the cost of heating

fuels, food,

and other manufactured goods has risen, along with
labor costs and wages. Therefore, in order for your hospital to
meet these rising costs, higher charges were necessary, lb put this
in perspective, it is like a wet snowball travelling down a mountain
side - it gets larger as it nears the bottom! You may ask, "Since
the charges are high enough at the hospital, why can't they pay
their expenses without raising prices?" Well, there is another
electricity,

reason

Not

why

hospital costs are high.

people carry medical and hospitalization insurance. In
area the ratio is about 20 percent uninsured.
Then, some of the uninsured are unable to pay, or unwilling to
pay, a hospital bill. Add to that the fact that the U. S. Government
stipulates that we must write off a percentage of outstanding bills,
as the hospital is a non-profit corporation.
all

this geographical

-47

helps to keep the costs up, as we the
with our yearly budgets. Somewhere down the
road there has to be a "Slow Down" sign. Otherwise nnedical
treatment will be next to prohibitive. We endeavor to keep costs
down as much as possible, but not to the point of jeopardizing
good medical judgement and health care. We are looking forward
to another year of continued quality care for the area.

So,

in essence, this all

Board see

this

Sincerely,

MARTIN
President
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G.

HEWSON

UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
The year ended September 30, 1979 has been a year of growth
and excitement in many areas of the Upper Connecticut Valley
Hospital. It has also been a year of many new faces ... an all
'round year of growth.
Durett joined us in June to bethe Chief Technologist. One of her first improvements was
a Corning Blood Gas Analyzer, which has already made the difference between life and death on more than one occasion. A new
In the Laboratory, Miss Carol

come

Gilford Chemistry machine was added as well.

The Radiology Department has expanded its activity to the
point where a second technician was added in September. Together, Mrs. Merrill and Mrs. Jamason keep the x-ray coverage 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
In Physical

Therapy, Mrs. Schanz temporarily retired after the
summer, and her shoes were filled by Mrs.

birth of her son this

Sue Lewandowski.
In October of 1979 Mr. Kenneth Chaisty joined our staff as
Plant Engineer. Mr. Chaisty also works with the hospital Safety

Committee.
In the spring, Mrs. Constance Pierce, RN joined our staff as
Director of Nursing. Mrs. Pierce has built the nursing staff up to
accommodate the increased activity, and has also coordinated a
fine program of in-service education.

In the Dietary Department, Mr. Charles vonDohrmann has
taken over the department, and he also acts in the capacity of a
clinical dietician.

With the coming of a surgeon to our staff, the Operating Room
become a busy place again, under the able direction of Miss
Deborah Berntsen, RN. Miss Berntsen and two other members of
the nursing staff keep this vital area running smoothly.
has

In the Administration area, we have purchased a computer, and
with the help of Mr. Larry Praise, the IBM programs are producing

better and

more up-to-date

financial figures.
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At

this

time

I

would like to thank all of the hospital employees
done to make all of this upward progress in

for a great job well
just

one year.

Across the road, at the Indian Stream Professional Association,

we can boast
Country.

We

the finest medical/surgical staff
extremely fortunate.

in all

of the North

are, indeed,

The Business Office at I.S.P.A. is under the direction of Miss
Sandi Stone. There is still a lot of organizational/administrative
work to be done, but progress is being made every day. We also
wish to thank all who are involved in that effort for their job well
done.
Finally,

I

would

like to

express

my own

appreciation to the

Board of Directors of the Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital for
their continued support and personal kindness over the past year.
With so much going on, and so much to do, this support is always
a source of confidence and strength.

My

best wishes to

you

al

ROBERT

C.

MacLEAN

Administrator

-50-

/

AMBULANCE CORPS
ANNUAL REPORT

DISTRICT A-1

Ambulance Corps has had a busy year. As
been a number of interesting and challenging
runs which once again prove how rewarding this type of service to
the community can be.

The

District A-1

usual, there have

As in past years, we have continued with on-going instruction
and refresher courses for the members of the corps, as well as CPR
courses that have been offered to various organizations, and corps
members in surrounding communities.

An Advanced First Aid course was held in the fall of 1979 for
the purpose of adding members to the Colebrook Corps. This
effort did indeed provide us with several most welcome and
helpful attendants.
At the moment, a Regional Medical Services Council, made up
of area representatives, is being formed to work with a representative of the

EMS

in

Concord to improve

services to the area, as

well as plan for further education opportunities in the field of

emergency

services.

Respectfully submitted,

CAROL

A.

URAN, RN

Chairman, District A-1
Ambulance Corps
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DISTRICT FOREST FIRE CHIEF

AND TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
ANNUAL REPORT
Prevention and control of forest fires is handled through a
cooperative effort between town/city fire organizations and the
State Forest Fire Service.

when the first forest fire laws were passed by our
the State Forester has appointed someone in each
municipality as a Forest Fire Warden and charged him with the
responsibility of forest fire prevention and control within his
town/city. This person may ask the State Forester to appoint as
many Deputy Forest Fire Wardens as may be necessary to effiSince 1903,

Legislature,

ciently carry out his charge.

The State Forester has divided the State
with

into ten forest fire

time District Forest Fire Chief in each district.
The State organization is charged with assisting the municipal
forest fire organization in any way possible.
districts

a full

State personnel conduct fire training schools, assist with forest
suppression, fire cause investigation, prosecution of fire law
violators and forest fire prevention programs. Forest fire suppression equipment is purchased through State bulk purchasing ability
and sold to local forest fire organizations at one-half cost. Excess
military property is obtained and turned over to town/city fire
departments at no cost to local departments for conversion into
fire

suppression units. This cooperative arrangement between
State and municipality has resulted in one of the best forest fire
records in the United States with less than one-half acre of woodland burned in each fire reported.

fire

I97S

FOREST F!RE STATISTICS

CIVIL DEFENSE

ANNUAL REPORT

A Civil Defense training program was arranged for by the Civil
Defense Directors of Colebrook, Columbia, Clarksville and Pittsburg. A radiological monitoring course was conducted in April
1979 by Michael Nawoj, Radiological Officer, Civil Defense
Agency of the State of New Hampshire. This course in radiation
measurement was given in the District Court Room at the Colebrook Town Hall and consisted of 8 hours of classroom instruction plus

home

order to

become

study.

The

was invited to attend in
and how to cope with this

general public

better acquainted

potentially hostile radiation aspect of our environment. Radioactive materials

measurement

were used to demonstrate the use of radiation

devices.

A primary goal of the course was to create a cadre of Columbia
personnel knowledgeable in the use of radiological instruments
that are used to monitor nuclear radiation. Columbia residents
now certified by the State of New Hampshire as qualified radiological monitors are Clement Brault, Frederic Foss, Sally Foss,
and William Schomburg. Other personnel were certified in the
adjacent towns. It is planned to obtain several sets of radiological
instruments for the use of the Town of Columbia.
Publications from the Defense Civil Preparedness

Agency are
Columbia Town office. Manuals TR86
recommended. Such topics as principals of fallout

available for reading at the

and CPG1-7 are

protection, use of existing buildings as natural shields against
radiation, construction of fallout shelters, etc. are discussed.

FREDERIC
Civil
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A.

FOSS

Defense Director

1978

-

1979

SCHOOL REPORT
COLUMBIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICERS
Moderator

MARGARET SALLS
Clerk

BARBARA KILLAM
Treasurer

BARBARA KILLAM
Auditors

PATTY HART

HELEN DION

School Board

EDWARD

A.

Term
Term
Term

POULIN, Chrm.

MacDONALD
MARY LOU PLACY
FIN LEY

Superintendent of Schools

STEPHEN

E.

DEHL

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
PERLEY E.DAVIS
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Expires 1980
Expires 1981
Expires 1982

COLUMBIA SCHOOL DISTRICT

WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To

the Inhabitants of the School District in the

Columbia qualified to vote

Town

of

in District Affairs:

are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
on Tuesday, the 11th day of March, 1980, immediately
following the Town District Meeting, to act upon the following

You

District

subjects:

1.

To

bring in your ballots for the election of School District

Officers to be elected by ballot for the School District of
Columbia for the ensuing year(s).
2.

To

hear

the

Auditors, Committees or

reports of Agents,

Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
3.

To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to make application for and to accept, on behalf of the District,
any or all grants or offers for educational purposes which may
now or hereafter be forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire and/or the United States.

4.

To

5.

To

see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries for the School District Officials and Agents, and for
the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.

transact any other business that

may

legally

come before

this meeting.

Given under our hands at said Columbia this 25th day of
February, 1980.

EDWARD

A.

POULIN, Chrm.

FINLEYMacDONALD
MARY LOU PLACY
Columbia School Board

A true copy of warrant

EDWARD A.

-

attest:

POULIN, Chrm.

FINLEYMacDONALD
MARY LOU PLACY
Columbia School Board
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING

MARCH

13,

1979

The School District of Columbia
County of Coos
State of

The School

District

New Hampshire

Meeting was called to order

by the Moderator, Margaret

at

1 1

:45 A.M.

Sails.

1.
Motion was made by Finley MacDonald that this
be passed over until the completion of the following

Article
article
articles.

Seconded by Roger DeBlois. The motion

carried.

Motion was made by Finely MacDonald to accept
Article 2.
the reports of the agents, auditors and officers of the Columbia
School District. Seconded by Roger DeBlois. The vote was in the
affirmative.

Article 3.

seconded by

Motion

was

made by

Finley

Isabelle Parkhurst to authorize the

MacDonald and
School Board to

make

application for and to accept, on behalf of the District, any
or all grants or offers for educational purposes which may now or
hereafter by forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire and/
or the United States. The vote was in the affirmative.

Finley MacDonald made the motion that the sum
Article 4.
of $204,931.00 be raised and appropriated for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for the School District Officials and Agents and for the payment of the statutory obligations
of the District. Seconded by Mary Lou Placy. The Moderator
declared the vote in the affirmative and the motion carried.

The motion was made by Mary Lou Placy and
Article 5.
seconded by Finley MacDonald that Article 1 be adopted and
polls be

opened for

balloting.

The motion

carried.

No further business to come before this meeting, the motion
was made by Ray Placy, seconded by Kenneth Parkhurst, to
adjourn the meeting without Day or Date at 6:18 P.M.
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Results of election March 13, 1979:

School
School
School
School
School

Moderator

Margaret Sails
Barbara Killam
Barbara Killam

Clerk
Treasurer

Board (3
Auditors

Mary Lou Placy

yrs.

Patty Hart and Helen Dion

Respectfully submitted,

BARBARA KILLAM
School Clerk

-

57

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
This year's report will focus on the academic performance of
pupils in School Administrative Unit No. 7.

A great deal of public concern has been expressed in past
years regarding declining scores of the S.A.T. college entrance
examinations in the areas of English and Mathematics and also
the decline of basic fundamental academic skills in the public
schools. Responding to this concern School Board members in
the local school districts agreed to conduct annual formal evaluations of academic skills in grades 1-11. Tests being used to conduct this evaluation in grades 1-8 are the Metropolitan, Stanford
and S.R.A. Achievement Tests, and the California Test of Basic
Skills for grades 9-11.
should be emphasized that no one single achievement test or
measure an individual pupil's true
overall academic ability or potential. From a classroom teacher's
viewpoint, however, what the tests can indicate over a number of
years are the strengths and weaknesses that a pupil may have in
the areas tested. From an administrative view, group test scores or
entire grade test scores give an indication of how well local pupils
at a particular level are performing in various academic areas
It

basic skills test can accurately

when compared

to a national standard.

The general areas tested are Reading, Mathematics, Social
Studies, Language Arts, Science and Reference Skills. The general
area of Reading evaluates skills of reading comprehension and
;

vocabulary. Reading Comprehension skills are evaluated in terms
of being able to restate given material, putting written material in
proper sequence and summarizing, being able to draw an inference
from a written passage or applying the concepts read to new
situations, and also recognizing logical relationships.

The

areas of Language Arts evaluates skills in capitalization,

internal punctuation, external
ing parts of speech,

and also

and

special punctuation, identify-

skills in spelling.

The Mathematics area evaluates skills in math concepts which
covers numeration, operations, problem solving, geometry and
measurement.

Math computation skills are also evaluated and
covered in this category are skills involved in adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing whole numbers, fractions, decimals and
percepts.
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The Social Studies area evaluates skills in map reading, interpretation of pictures and graphs, geography, history, political
science, sociology, anthropology and reading.
The Science

knowledge of living things and
and energy, earth and space, experimentation,
and reading.

area evaluates

relationships, matter

charts and tables,

The area of Reference Skills evaluates skills in usage of the
dictionary, table of contents, index, references, catalog cards,
maps, charts, graphs, research and general library skills.
The following test results for the school year 1978-79 for
grades 4-8-11 are submitted for the Colebrook School District.
Group or grade performance is measured in terms of a National
Stanine Score. A National Stanine Score of 1-2-3 is below average,
4-5-6 is average, and 7-8-9 above average.
No. of Pupils Scoring

Total Reading

In closing it should be noted that a local advisory committee
comprised of teachers, parents, administrators, and a School
Board member has been formed to review the process for complying with the State Education Accountability Plan, a plan by
which local school districts will assess pupil progress in the area

of basic

skills.

Respectfully submitted,

STEPHEN

E.

DEHL

Superintendent of Schools
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GUIDANCE COUNSELOR'S REPORT
This past year Project C.H.O.I.C.E., the federally funded Career
Education Program, finished writing the curriculum for grades 2,
4 and 8 and had them approved by the State Coordinator. The
On-Site Visitation Committee, which reviews the program annually, was most impressed with the atmosphere of cooperation between the public and non-public facilities in the District and also
the spirit of dedication radiated by the teachers involved

in

the

project.
In the current school year the program curriculum will be implemented in grades 2, 4 and 8 on a unit basis. As recommended
by the state committee, the teachers of grade 6 will design, write
and try out a curriculum on Career Education for their grades.

This past summer, under the direction of Richard Bond, groups
of students from grade 8 of Colebrook Elementary wrote, produced and videotaped programs dealing with careers in Forestry,
Fish and Game occupations and Hotel work. All these tapes
featured local people and their work.

The program, affording all parents of eighth graders an opportunity to confer with the Guidance Counselor regarding their
children's subjects for high school, was expanded to include all
schools in the district. The success of this program assures its
continuance in future years.
Finally, the

breakdown of the placement of the

Four-year college

Class of

1

979:

7
6
3
8
5

Two-year college
Business college
Vocational college
Armed Forces
Marriage
Gainful Employment
Seeking Employment

1

43
3
Respectfully submitted,

OLIVER

B.

MARTINS

Guidance Counselor
School Administrative Unit #7
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SCHOOL HEALTH REPORT
School health services are provided to strengthen the educaprocess of students by promoting and maintaining good
health. All parents have been provided with a description of the
services offered and are urged to take full advantage of same. Each
year we strive to improve our program by offering a wider spectrum of prevention, education, care and follow-up. The school
physician. Dr. Marjorie Parsons, renders many hours of service to
help us achieve our goals. Our success, however, is largely dependent upon the cooperation and interest shown by parents.
tional

As a reminder to all parents/guardians of children entering our
school system, the State Department of Education requires each
student to meet the following requirements:
1.

Physical Examination

2. T. B.

3.

Test

Complete diphtheria,

pertussis

and tetanus vaccine

series

(5 doses)
4.

Complete

5.

Rubella vaccine (German measles)

6.

Rubeola vaccine (measles)

7.

Mumps

oral polio vaccine series (5 doses)

vaccine

Free pre-school clinics are available in this area to meet the
clinic dates, call the

above requirements. For information and/or
Home Health Agency at 237-8083.
If

there are any questions or suggestions,
237-8351 during school hours.

I

can be reached by

calling

have enjoyed working with your children again
thank you for your cooperation.
I

this year

and

Respectfully submitted,

SARAH JANE CUMMINGS, RN
School Nurse
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COLEBROOK COLUMBIA TITLE REPORT
-

I

Project In-D-Reading, a federally funded reading program, at
the Colebrook Elementary School is designed to help children
avoid failure in reading.

Currently there are 94 children in Grades 1-5 receiving supporservices executed by 1 Director/Teacher and 7 teacher-

tive Title

I

aides.

Reading activities are presented to participants through the
use of a reading/language instructional system which defines each
child's reading/language needs and capabilities and then provides
the necessary learning activities to meet these needs.
activities are conducted by teacher-aides through
of multi-level learning centers and physical involvement reading exercises designed to provide individual development according to each child's most effective style of learning.

Reinforcement

the

utilization

In Grade
this program is used to reinforce the specific skills
of the basal reading program and to enhance the individualized
approach to reading.
I

used as a Primary Source of Reading/Language
classroom in Grades 2-4 and is supplemented by the basal reader and other reading materials.
This system

is

Instruction in the Title

I

In Grade 5 the major goal of reading instruction —developing
reading comprehension is emphasized.

Parents, teachers, aides, administrators, and children

work together

if

Evaluative statistics
erates

each

year.

program of

must

all

type becomes successful.
prove that individual student progress accelYour cooperation has made this possible!

a

this

Thank you.
Respectfully submitted,

ROSALIE H AWES
Title
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I

Director

FINANCIAL REPORT
1978-1979

RECEIPTS
Revenue From Local Sources:
$1 70,849.00

Current Appropriation
Earnings from Temporary
Deposits
Other Revenue from Local

291.54
705.34

Sources

$171,845l88

Revenue From State Sources:
Sweepstakes

3,193.69

Foster Children Aid

1 ,1

8a80
4,377.49

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$176,22137

Balance on Hand July

1,

1978

13,814.25

GRAND TOTAL NET RECEIPTS

$190,037.62

EXPENDITURES
$

Administration
Pupil Transportation
Outgoing Transfer Accounts

775.39

18,18a40
1 59,61 6l24

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Balance June 30,

1

$178,58a03
11,457.59

979

GRAND TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES
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$190,037.62

DETAILED STATEMENT
OF EXPENDITURES
1978

ADMINISTRATION:
Salaries of District Officers

Hart, Patty

-

1979

OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS:
Tuition

-

In State

SUPERVISORY UNION
In accordance with the laws of 1961,

Chapter 189, Section 48,

amount paid to the Superintendent and
Business Administrator by the State and respective school districts

breakdown of the
is

total

as follows:

78-79

SUPERINTENDENT
State of N. H.

Colebrook
Pittsburg

Stewartstown
Columbia
Qarksville

1980-1981

BUDGET
Compared with the Budget of 1979-80
Proposed
Budget
1980-81

INSTRUCTION
Regular Education Program
Tuition

-

In-State

Budget
1979-80

Estimated Receipts
1980-1981
Balance on Hand July
Sweepstakes

1,

1980

$

Foster Children
Incentive Aid

0.00
2,500.00

400.00
2,598.00
18,000.00

Foundation Aid

TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS

$ 23,498.00

Less Proposed 1980-81 Budget

258,131.00

AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES

$234,633.00

GENERAL STATISTICS
TRANSPORTATION
Rate/
Transporter:

Day:

1979-80
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